Notification No____________.

M.Phil Biological Sciences
(Semester System) Session 2010 – 2012

The result of the following candidates of Master of Philosophy in the subject of Biological Sciences (Semester System), Session 2010 – 2012 is declared as under:-.

This result can also be seen on the Website: www.pu.edu.pk.

Note: This notification is issued, errors and omissions excepted as a notice only. An entry appearing in it does not in itself confer any right or privilege independently to the grant of a proper Certificate/Degree/Diploma which will be issued under the Regulations in due course. “If any student is found Expelled / Rusticated or involved in any illegal activity, the result will be quashed as per University Rules”.

*******************************************************

Sr.No Roll No Regd. No Name of the candidate Result CGPA
School of Biological Sciences, P.U. Lahore.
1 1002 2008-dmg-6 Mehwish Akram Pass 3.59
   D/o Muhammad Akram
2 1003 97-qmc-356 Rubina Mushtaq Pass 3.66
   D/o Muhammad Mushtaq
3 1004 08-mmg-02 Muhammad Hassan Shafiq Pass 3.61
   S/o Muhammad Shafiq
4 1008 2006-uic-107 Muhammad Arif Pass 3.31
   S/o Muhammad Nawaz
5 1009 2002-i-159 Shazeel Ahmad R.L Thesis
   S/o Mohammad Sadeeq
6 1010 2004-gwl-259 Barizah Malik Pass 3.50
   D/o Hamid Masood Malik
7 1011 08-mmg-10 Azra Maqsood R.L Thesis
   D/o Maqsood Ahmad
8 1012 06-mmg-13 Maliha Iram R.L Thesis
   D/o Naseer Ahmad Shahid
9 1013 04-szp-43 Sumera Perveen Pass 3.82
   D/o Malik Muhammad Yar

DEPUTY CONTROLLER (EXAMINATIONS)
ADDITIONAL CONTROLLER (EXAMINATIONS)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB

ASSTT. CONTROLLER (EXAMS.IV) ADMIN OFFICER (EXAMS. IV)
Senate Hall, Lahore.

The________04-07_______/2013.

Prepared by ___________________ Checked by Asstt____________________
(Shahbaz Shoukat) (Abdul Jabbar Khan)